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Abstract. The ionosphere above Scandinavia in December
2006 is successfully imaged by 4-dimensional tomography
using the software package MIDAS from the University of
Bath. The method concentrates on medium-scale structures:
between 100 km and 2000 km in horizontal size. The input
consists of TEC measurements from the dense GPS network
Geotrim in Finland. In order to ensure sufficient vertical res-
olution of the result, EISCAT incoherent scatter radar data
from Tromsø are used as additional input to provide the ver-
tical profile information.

The TEC offset of the measurements is unknown, but the
inversion procedure is able to determine this automatically.
This auto-calibration is shown to work well.

Comparisons with EISCAT radar results and with occul-
tation results show that the inversion using EISCAT data for
profile information is much better able to resolve vertical pro-
files of irregular structures than the inversion using built-in
profiles. Still, with either method the intensities of irregular
structures of sizes near the resolution (about 100 km hori-
zontal size) can be underestimated. Also, the accuracy of the
inversion worsens above areas where no receivers are avail-
able.

The ionosphere over Scandinavia in December 2006 often
showed a dense E-layer in early morning hours, which gen-
erally disappeared during midday when a dense F-layer was
present. On 14 December, a strong coronal mass ejection oc-
curred, and many intense irregularities appeared in the iono-
sphere, which extended to high altitudes.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Auroral ionosphere; Ionospheric ir-
regularities; Instruments and techniques)

1 Introduction

Ionospheric tomography is a method of reconstructing an
image of the ionosphere based on measured signals of inte-
grated parameters in various directions. This is a very useful
source of information for the development of global naviga-
tion satellite systems (GNSS) such as GPS, GLONASS and
Galileo, as these systems are affected by variations in iono-
spheric electron density, particularly those variations that do
not follow a regular predictable pattern.

In ionospheric tomography, the integrated electron density
(or total electron content, “TEC”) is measured along many
mutually crossing satellite signal paths, and subsequently
an inversion procedure is applied to reconstruct the elec-
tron density distribution in the ionosphere. Albeit indirect,
this method has the capability of giving a full multidimen-
sional image, an advantage compared to direct measuring
techniques, such as in-situ electron density measurements,
which give only localised information at any one time and
location.

Mitchell et al. (1995) successfully used ionospheric to-
mography to reconstruct two-dimensional images (in height
and longitude) of the ionosphere from signals from polar
LEO satellites received by five stations in Scandinavia. They
were able to reconstruct features with a spatial resolution
down to about 50 km. This showed the usefulness of the pro-
cedure, even though with this setup the result was limited
in latitude (being only along one meridian) and time (giving
only a single snapshot at each satellite pass).

The use of GNSS signals as input source allows signals re-
ceived from many directions continuously over long periods
of time, enabling the tomographic reconstruction of an iono-
spheric image in 4-D (i.e. 3 spatial dimensions and time).
Bust et al. (2007) demonstrated this, presenting two different
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tomography software packages with different inputs includ-
ing GNSS and LEO satellite signals, and applied over various
areas from the equatorial to the polar region. Verifying with
in-situ measurements, they showed how tomography tech-
nique is able to resolve many features in the ionosphere in
4-D. However, because GNSS receivers can be sparsely and
unevenly distributed, the resolution using this setup is almost
always lower than that of the 2-D-setup, depending on the
region.

Spencer and Mitchell (2007), Yin et al. (2008) and
Pokhotelov et al. (2011) used ionospheric tomography to im-
age the ionosphere over the polar area (the entire area above
about 50◦ latitude) during a period of increased disturbance
in October 2003 (known as the “Halloween storm”). This
was challenging because, while the ionospheric structures
can move and change at high velocities, the density of GNSS
receivers in the polar area is low, making small-scale identifi-
cation of structures difficult. They solved this by incorporat-
ing a-priori knowledge of plasma motion into the inversion
procedure, which gave a good result for the motion of large-
scale structures, but does not reveal structures smaller than
about 500 km.

In this paper, a dense network of GPS measurements
over Finland will be used, which allows the identification of
smaller-scale plasma structures in the inversion with a hori-
zontal resolution of about 100 km. Meanwhile, the spatially
limited coverage of these measurements means that the in-
version can only be performed over the region around Scan-
dinavia (an area of roughly 2000 km across). No attempt to
image the full-sized structure over the entire polar area is
therefore taken.

The software package MIDAS (Mitchell and Spencer,
2003) developed at the University of Bath was used by Bust
et al. (2007), Spencer and Mitchell (2007), Yin et al. (2008),
and Pokhotelov et al. (2011), and version 2.0 of that soft-
ware package is used in this setup. Section 2 will explain the
differences between this setup and the one for larger-scale
structures over the entire polar cap, and how the procedure
needs to be adapted to this specific configuration.

2 Tomography technique

2.1 TEC measurement using GPS

The integrated electron density can be derived from the phase
difference between the GPS signalsL1 andL2 as follows.
The phaseϕr of a signal at a frequencyf , received after hav-
ing passed along a certain path, is given by

ϕr = ϕt −
2πf

c
∫nds (rad), (1)

whereϕt is transmitted phase,c = velocity of light in vac-
uum= 299792458 m s−1, n = refractive index of the medium
(which in the ionosphere is dependent on frequency), and
s = distance along the ray path.

The phase difference between two signals at frequencies
f1 andf2 is defined as

1ϕ =
f1

f2
ϕ2 − ϕ1. (2)

Substituting Eq. (1), this gives

1ϕr = 1ϕt −
2πf1

c
∫(n(f2) − n(f1))ds. (3)

If the signals are in phase at the transmitter,1ϕt = 0.
In the troposphere, the refractive indexn of the medium

is independent of frequency, and therefore cancels out in
Eq. (3). Therefore, although the integral is evaluated over
the entire path between satellite and ground station, only the
frequency-dependent refractive index of the ionosphere con-
tributes to its result.

To find the frequency dependence of the refractive indexn

of an ionised medium, the Appleton-Hartree equation (Har-
greaves, 1979) can be approximated for the case when col-
lisions and the effect of the magnetic field are neglected as

n(f ) = 1−
Nerec

2

2πf 2
, (4)

with Ne = electron density (m−3), and re = radius of an
electron= 2.81794× 10−15 m.

Using this, Eq. (3) becomes

1ϕr = recf1

(
1

f 2
2

−
1

f 2
1

)
∫Neds. (5)

The integral∫Neds is equal to the number of free electrons
in a column of unit cross-section area from the satellite to the
receiver. This is referred to as the “total electron content” or
TEC.

Summarising, the TEC can be determined from the phase
difference1ϕ, as

TEC=
f1

rec
(
f 2

1 /f 2
2 − 1

)1ϕ (electronsm−2). (6)

However, because of the inevitable 2π -ambiguity of phases,
the absolute phase difference1ϕ between the two sig-
nals cannot be measured. Therefore, only the increments
in phase difference from one sample to the next, i.e.
1ϕ(t) − 1ϕ(t − dt), can be measured (as long as these are
within −π andπ radians). Hence, the differential TEC, or
dTEC, as in

dTEC(t) = TEC(t) − TEC(t − dt) (7)

can be measured, and from this, TEC can be reconstructed
apart from an unknown offset value. For the tomography in-
put, it would be best to determine this offset in order to have
the absolute TEC.
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Fig. 1. Configuration with TEC measurements for ionospheric to-
mography.

This offset might be determined using “time stamp” codes
transmitted by the GPS satellites, which, when received, al-
low determination of the absolute delay of the signal. The
satellite’s range determined this way is called its “pseudo-
range”. Although this signal is generally too noisy to be used
directly for TEC determination, it might be used to deter-
mine the offset of the TEC measured using the phase. Unfor-
tunately, it was found that the pseudorange measurements in
the database used in this study were of insufficient quality to
be used for tomography purposes.

Fortunately, as will be shown in the next section, the inver-
sion procedure for the tomography can also work with dTEC,
so determination of the offset is not vital.

2.2 Inversion principle

The electron density through the entire 3-dimensional iono-
sphere can be estimated by the TEC measurements using
multiple satellites and receivers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This
is done by looking for the electron densityNe(x, t) as a 4-D
function of locationx and timet , which fulfills the condition

∫Ne(x, t)ds = TEC(t) (8)

for each measurement of TEC, i.e. for each sample on each
path between any satellite and any receiver for which a mea-
surement has been made. The integral is performed along the
entire path from satellite to receiver.

The collection of all measurements provides a system of
equations like Eq. (8), conditioning the 4-D solution which
is sought. Furthermore, extra information onNe can be pro-
vided by imposing additional conditions, which can, for in-
stance, minimise the gradients ofNe in certain dimensions
(temporal and/or spatial). These extra conditions also “fill the
gaps of information” for locations where not enough mea-
surements are available.

Because the measurement setup lacks a means of deter-
mining the TEC offset for all measurements, the absolute

Fig. 2.Geotrim GPS receiver network over Finland.

TEC is not available, as explained in the previous section.
Because of this, dTEC is used, and the equations to be satis-
fied are modified from Eq. (8):∫

pathl(t)

Ne(x, t)ds −

∫
pathl(t−dt)

Ne(x, t − dt)ds = dTECl(t),

(9)

where pathl(t) and pathl(t −dt) are the paths from the satel-
lite to the receiver of linkl at the two sample times.

Obviously, the accuracy of the result of the inversion pro-
cedure increases with the number of available measurements
on crossing paths. Hence, it is beneficial to use as many satel-
lites and receivers as possible. In the case of this paper, the
group of satellites are the GPS constellation, with currently
31 transmitting satellites, of which usually 8–10 are simul-
taneously visible at any given time from most locations on
Earth. The receivers are the 86 receivers of the Geotrim net-
work, distributed all over Finland, as shown in Fig. 2. Data
from this measurement configuration are available for this
study for the whole month of December 2006. The density
of the receivers, and hence of crossing paths, allows a hori-
zontal resolution of about 100 km for the inversion.

2.3 Mathematical setup

A detailed description of the mathematical technique used in
this study is given by van de Kamp (2011). The principle is
explained in the following.

www.ann-geophys.net/31/75/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 75–89, 2013
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In practice, the inversion procedure numerically looks for
a four-dimensional solution within a certain finite 4-D space.
In both horizontal dimensions, this area needs to be large
enough to contain all measured paths that are taken into ac-
count. In altitude dimension it needs to contain all heights at
which any ionisation is expected. In addition, the area also
needs to extend in the time dimension to be able to include
a gradient constraint, as mentioned in the previous section,
not only in spatial but also in temporal dimension (i.e. a con-
straint on temporal variability of electron density). The nec-
essary size of the area in the temporal dimension depends on
the correlation time ofNe.

Because the problem is solved numerically, the integration
over the paths in Eq. (9) is performed over voxels of a certain
size, modifying the equation as∑
pathl(t)

Ne(x, t)Pl(x, t) −

∑
pathl(t−dt)

Ne(x, t − dt)Pl(x, t − dt)

= dTECl(t), (10)

wherePl(x, t) is the path length segment of linkl at timet

through the voxel at locationx.
The number of 4-D voxels in the grid (= the number of

terms in each equation) will be referred to asJ . The grid used
in the inversion results presented in this paper is defined as

– between 55◦ and 74◦ latitude with a resolution of 1◦ (20
latitudes);

– between 0◦ and 50◦ longitude with a resolution of 2◦

(26 longitudes);

– between 60 km and 780 km in altitude with resolution
of 40 km (19 altitudes);

– for time lengths of 40 min with a resolution of 5 min (9
times).

This results inJ = 20× 26× 19× 9 = 88920.
In horizontal dimension, this grid has a resolution of about

100 km. Its size is roughly 2000 km across, covering all of
mainland Scandinavia. This is significantly larger than Fin-
land, which is possible because the GPS ray paths cross the
ionosphere (at low elevations) over a much larger area than
just the area containing the receivers. In vertical dimension,
with this altitude range the troposphere (below 60 km) is ne-
glected, which is justified as it does not contribute to the TEC
measurement (see Sect. 2.1). On the other hand, it should
be noted that also the plasmasphere (above 780 km) is ne-
glected, which in reality might contribute to the TEC ob-
served in small amounts.

There is one equation of the form of Eq. (10) for each mea-
surement (i.e. each combination of a satellite, a receiver and
two points in time for which a dTEC was measured) within
the time frame of one inversion. Hence, if this number of
measurements isK, there is a set ofK equations withJ un-
knowns. This set of equations can be described as a matrix

equation:

RN = Y . (11)

Here,R is aK × J matrix with each row containing the co-
efficients of one equation of the form of Eq. (10). The vector
N contains theJ electron densities, i.e. the unknowns in the
equations, and the vectorY contains theK measured values
of dTECl(t).

However, the inversion software package requires that the
system of equations be square, i.e. it should have an equal
number of equations and unknowns. Because of this, in the
next step, both sides of the matrix equation are left-multiplied
by a weight factor matrixW of sizeJ × K. The content of
W is in principle arbitrary as long as the linear span of itsJ

rows is theK−dimensional space (assumingJ > K). Here,
for this matrix is used the transpose of a matrix containing
all the absolute values of the elements ofR, and with allK
columns normalised by their sum. The multiplication withW
results in a new set of equations described as

PN = Z. (12)

Here,P = WR is a J × J matrix, andZ = WY is a J × 1
vector.

As mentioned in the previous section, the solutionsN will
also be confined by the condition to avoid sudden changes,
both in horizontal direction and in time. This can be ex-
pressed in a correlation coefficient equation. As an example
considering only one dimension, to minimise the first deriva-
tive it can be demanded that the difference between one value
and the average of its two neighbours should be minimised.
Hence, for the electron density in voxeli, the equation

−Ni−1 + 2Ni − Ni+1 = 0 (13)

should be fulfilled to an error as small as possible. To achieve
the same for the second derivative in the same dimension, the
equation can be convolved with itself:

Ni−2 − 4Ni−1 + 6Ni − 4Ni+1 + Ni+2 = 0. (14)

This equation is expressed for adjacent voxels in all dimen-
sions where this is desired – in latitude, longitude, and time
– and these various correlation equations are convolved with
each other, resulting in one equation for each voxel, repre-
senting its correlation in various dimensions. All of thoseJ

correlation equations together can also be expressed as a ma-
trix equation:

CN = 0. (15)

The two equations, Eq. (12) and Eq. (15), are then combined:

PN + FCN = Z. (16)

The constant weight factorF determines how much weight
is given to matching the measurements (Eq. 12) with respect
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to the smoothness of the solution (Eq. 15). Here,F = 1 is
used.

Although J equations withJ unknowns can be solved
entirely, solving such a large system of equations is a very
challenging task. This is why the software does not look for
the exact solution, but instead approximates the solution to a
specified tolerance.

In the current setup, the equations are not solved for the
electron densities themselves, but for their deviation from
a background electron density. For this background density,
the International Reference Ionosphere model “IRI-2007” is
used (http://iri.gsfc.nasa.gov/) (Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008).
This model gives the ionisation pattern that can be expected
according to known theory, depending on latitude, longitude,
altitude and time, using input information such as the solar
activity. The condition of smoothness is imposed on these
deviations from the background electron density, not on the
electron densities themselves. WritingN = N0 + N ′, where
N0 is the background density andN ′ is the deviation, this
means that the matrix equation is modified as

P(N0 + N ′) + FCN ′
= Z

(P+ FC)N ′
= Z − PN0. (17)

2.4 Time dependence

The combination of the inversion as a function of time (in
the time-dimension of the grid defined in Sect. 2.3) and the
continuity with long-term GPS measurements over the entire
month of December 2006 is managed as follows. For every
time point, the inversion is performed over a period of 40 min
centred on the time point of interest. Of the result, only the
values for this central time point are stored as output. Mean-
while, the entire 40-min result, shifted by 5 min, is used as a
starting solution for the inversion for the next point in time.

2.5 Vertical profile information

The inversion procedure works well if the measurements are
made on many crossing paths in all directions. However, in
the case of satellite measurements the directions of the mea-
sured paths are not evenly distributed, as already noted by
Mitchell et al. (1997) for LEO satellite measurements. In
the current setup using GPS measurements in a relatively
small area at high latitudes, the situation is even worse: the
paths are concentrated in certain directions, and very sparse
in others, as the example of Fig. 3 shows. As a result, for in-
stance, the inversion has a poor vertical resolution at altitudes
above about 200 km. Because of this, just as for Mitchell et
al. (1997), the inversion result benefits from extra informa-
tion about the vertical profile of electron density.

In order to provide this vertical profile information, in
MIDAS version 2.0, the grid is not entered into the inver-
sion procedure as it is. Instead, the height dependence of the
grid is convolved with a number of orthogonal functions of
height, each representing a component of the altitude pro-
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Fig. 3. Example of the measurement paths inside the grid of one
inversion, projected onto the latitude–altitude plane.

file of electron density. It is assumed that a particular altitude
profile can be approximated as a linear combination of these
orthogonal functions. Then, for each latitude, longitude, and
time, the modified (convolved) grid consists of a number of
profiles (instead of a number of heights), and on this grid the
inversion is performed. The electron density resulting from
the inversion contains a coefficient for each profile; this re-
sulting solution is again convolved inversely with these or-
thogonal functions to obtain the electron density as a func-
tion of altitude.

The convolution with these orthogonal functions provides
the necessary profile information. As long as enough hori-
zontal measurement paths are available to resolve a combi-
nation of the orthogonal functions at some (e.g. the low) al-
titudes, these orthogonal functions make sure the profile is
appropriately extended at other (higher) altitudes.

An additional advantage of this extra mathematical opera-
tion is memory usage reduction. Modification of the grid so
that, in the dimension of altitude, it does not represent sep-
arate altitudes but instead separate orthogonal functions can
reduce the memory usage in the inversion significantly if the
number of orthogonal functions is smaller than the number
of altitudes.

There are various ways to obtain the orthogonal functions
necessary for this. MIDAS has a flexible input for these func-
tions, but as a default uses functions based on the Chapman
or Epstein profile models. In MIDAS version 2.0, also used
by Spencer and Mitchell (2007), the orthogonal functions are
assumed proportional to the formula of electron production
rateq according to the Chapman profile (Ratcliffe, 1972):

q(h) = qme1−z−e−z

(18)

z =
h − hm

hs
, (19)

whereh = height above sea level (km);hm = height where
production rate is maximised (km);qm = production rate at
heighthm (qm andhm considered at the same incidence an-
gle of solar radiation); andhs = scale height (km) (the scale
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Fig. 4. The basic Chapman profiles used as default for vertical pro-
file information in MIDAS.

height can generally be different forh < hm and h > hm,
which are then referred to as “bottom scale height”hsB and
“top scale height”hsT).

A large number of Chapman profiles is generated, with
each one’s parameters varying loosely around the parameters
of four chosen “typical” profiles. Figure 4 shows the four
“average” profiles used in this random generation. Because
all of these profiles have maxima at 300 km altitude or higher,
these are well suitable to describe various parts of the F-layer
ionosphere. However, this characterisation does not allow for
any E-layer. This is presumably because this configuration of
the software was used for large-scale imaging of the iono-
sphere over the polar area, where no significant E-layer is
expected.

Another approach is to use, rather than a modelled ver-
tical profile, a measured input. In the case of Scandinavia,
this can be provided by the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar
in Tromsø, Norway (http://www.eiscat.se/) (Folkestad et al.,
1983). This radar site conducts various measurement cam-
paigns on demand. Many of these consist of vertical profiling
of the ionosphere, and the results of most campaigns are pub-
licly available (http://www.eiscat.se/madrigal/). These mea-
surements can provide the input with good vertical resolu-
tion that the GPS receiver setup otherwise lacks. Although
the measurements in Tromsø correspond to only one loca-
tion within the grid, it is assumed that the typical shapes
of regularly occurring vertical profiles of the ionosphere are
similar within the entire Scandinavian area. The orthogonal
functions can be based on many measured profiles, and as
a result, the height dependence of the inversion output will
correspond to a typical shape of such measured profiles.

Figure 5 shows a selection of typical profiles measured by
the EISCAT radar for different hours of the day on 10 De-
cember 2006. It can be seen that on this day there was a
strong E-layer at about 100 km altitude in the early morning.
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Fig. 5.Some examples of electron density profiles measured by the
EISCAT incoherent scatter radar in Tromsø.

Later in the day, when the Sun was up, this E-layer decreased
and the ionisation was predominantly present in an F-layer
between 200 and 300 km height. This variation between E-
and F-layers was also found in many other days in the EIS-
CAT results for December 2006. Especially because of this,
it is expected that this input for the vertical profiles will be
a better representation for the Scandinavian ionosphere than
the built-in Chapman profiles in MIDAS 2.0, which do not
cater for an E-layer.

In this paper, three approaches are used for the vertical
dependence of the inversion:

A. The default option in the MIDAS software is used. This
means that orthogonal functions are based on Chapman
profiles, similarly as was done by Spencer and Mitchell
(2007). Five orthogonal functions are derived from a
large collection of profiles; these are the left-singular
vectors associated with the five largest singular values
of the matrix made up of all profiles together. The verti-
cal dependence of the result of the inversion (for any lat-
itude, longitude and time) will be a linear combination
of these orthogonal functions, and as a consequence,
will have the general shape of a linear combination of
several Chapman profiles.

B. Orthogonal functions based on EISCAT measurements
are used. The typical shapes of vertical profiles are con-
sidered to be not very dependent on location within
Scandinavia or on the date within the month of De-
cember. However, they are assumed to be dependent
on the hour of the day. EISCAT measurements are not
available for every day of December 2006, and many
were performed on/around 14–15 December. Typically,
measurement campaigns lasted several hours, and dur-
ing such campaigns typically one profile was measured
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every minute. As a result, for every hour of the day, at
least one day in December 2006 can be found where
many measurements at that hour have been performed.

Therefore, for each inversion, all EISCAT measure-
ments are selected which were performed on any day
in December 2006, within the time frame of two hours
centred around the central time of the inversion. From
this group of measurements five orthogonal functions
are derived (by determining the singular values, as
above). As a consequence, the vertical dependence of
the result of the inversion (for any latitude, longitude
and time) will have the general shape of a linear combi-
nation of several typical measured profiles.

C. For comparison, to verify the usefulness of the verti-
cal profile convolution, the inversion is also run with-
out any vertical profile convolution. This should demon-
strate the poor vertical resolution of the measurement
setup at high altitudes, as described above.

3 Results

The inversion was performed on the data measured by the
Geotrim network over the month of December 2006, for a
time resolution of 5 min and for a grid over Scandinavia as
specified in Sect. 2.3.

The results of the inversion consist of the 4-dimensional
electron density pattern over the full spatial dimensions of
the grid, and over the whole month of December 2006. Un-
fortunately it is impossible to present all of these results in
the paper. Many results can be found online athttp://www.
space.fmi.fi/MIRACLE/Geotrim. In the following sections,
results will be presented for several special cases, where they
can be tested against other data.

3.1 Comparison to calibrated TEC measurements

First, the inversion results are verified using the TEC mea-
surements which were used as inputs for the inversion. As
explained in Sect. 2.1, the TEC measurement used in the in-
version contains an unknown offset, and the inversion auto-
matically adjusts this offset, “calibrating” the data. This au-
tomatic calibration is tested in this section against TEC mea-
surements that have been calibrated using another method.

Leitinger et al. (1975) described a method of calibrating
TEC measured at two stations simultaneously, which has be-
come a well-established technique. However, that method
uses measurements from a single satellite whose orbit is
lined up with the array of the stations, and assumes that
the ionosphere is stationary during the time of the pass of
the satellite. The method described in this paper is a varia-
tion on Leitinger’s method, and uses multiple satellites, does
not require a particular geometry of the stations, and does
not make any assumption on the temporal stationarity of the
ionosphere (outside of a certain correlation time).

m
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t
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t
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Fig. 6.Situation where TEC calibration is possible.

The offset of GPS TEC measurements can be determined
for any set of measurements for which the following condi-
tions are met:

– The ionosphere is quiet (no scintillation), though not
necessarily horizontally uniform or temporally station-
ary.

– The electron density can be approximated as concen-
trated in an infinitely thin slab at a known height, pre-
sumably the height of the F-layer.

– Two satellite-receiver links cross this layer with hori-
zontal IPP (ionospheric pierce point) locations and time
points close enough together – in practice, within cer-
tain distance and time delay limits within which the
ionosphere is assumed stationary.

– At a later time, the same two links again have two IPP
locations and times close enough together.

– Both links stay in lock continuously between the two
time points.

– The ratio of sines of elevation angles of the two links at
the first point in time is sufficiently different from that
at the second point in time.

Figure 6 depicts this situation schematically. In practice,
within the Geotrim network, such cases happen numerous
times per day.

From the assumptions follows that the TEC offset of each
of the two links is constant between the two time points
t1 and t2. Furthermore, at any of the two time points, both
links m1 andm2 measure the same electron density (assum-
ing a thin F-layer). These four measurements can then be ex-
pressed as

TECm1(t1) = TECofs1+ VTEC1 (t1)
/

sinε1 (t1)

TECm2(t1) = TECofs2+ VTEC1(t1)
/

sinε2(t1)

TECm1(t2) = TECofs1+ VTEC2(t2)
/

sinε1(t2)

TECm2(t2) = TECofs2+ VTEC2(t2)
/

sinε2(t2)

(20)

where TECmi(t) = TEC measured on linki as a function of
time,εi(t) = elevation angle (in the ionosphere) of linki as a
function of time, TECofsi = the (constant) TEC offset of link
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Fig. 7. Calibrated TEC measurements of several receivers and satellites on 1 December (blue curves). The samples at which calibration was
performed are indicated as “+”. Also included: the inversion results integrated for the same satellite-receiver paths (green curves), and the
TEC along the same paths according to the IRI model for the same date and time (red curves).

i, and VTECj (t) = VTEC in the ionosphere at locationj as
a function of time.

Here, VTEC denotes “vertical TEC”, i.e. the electron den-
sity integrated over a vertical column of unit cross-section.
Under the mentioned assumption of a thin ionosphere at a
known height, VTEC is equal to TEC sinε and is indepen-
dent of measurement.

These four equations contain four unknowns: TECofs1,
TECofs2, VTEC1(t1) and VTEC2(t2). Resolving these for
TECofs1 gives

TECofs1 =
TECm2(t2) − TECm2(t1) − TECm1(t2)

sinε1(t2)
sinε2(t2)

+ TECm1(t1)
sinε1(t1)
sinε2(t1)

sinε1(t1)
sinε2(t1)

−
sinε1(t2)
sinε2(t2)

(21)

With this, not only the measured samples TECm1(t1) and
TECm1(t2) can be calibrated, but the entire pass of linkm1.
In the same way, TECofs2 is also found from this information
and linkm2 can be calibrated.

This calibration has been performed for all measurements
of the whole day of 1 December 2006, with a sampling time
of 5 min. For this day, the inversion results showed that the
ionosphere was quiet, and the altitude of maximum ionisa-
tion was∼300 km. Therefore, the thin layer of ionisation was
assumed to be at 300 km. Any two paths were considered to
be close enough together to be calibrated if they crossed this
height at points no more than 20 km apart at the same time

sample (i.e. within 5 min). All satellite passes that contained
at least two such co-located IPPs with another pass were cal-
ibrated.

Figure 7 shows the result for several passes on 1 Decem-
ber (blue lines). For verification of the tomography result, the
TEC for the same passes has also been calculated from the
inversion (the one using method B described in Sect. 2.5),
as follows: for every sample, the electron density was inte-
grated along the momentary path between the satellite and
the receiver through the grid, obtaining a “virtual TEC mea-
surement”. These have also been included in Fig. 7 (green
lines). Furthermore, for reference, the electron density ac-
cording to the IRI model was also integrated along the same
satellite-receiver paths and included in Fig. 7 (red lines).

Note that while TEC as calculated in e.g. Eq. (6) has the
unit of electrons m−2, in Fig. 7 it is expressed in TEC-units or
“TECU”. This is defined as 1 TECU= 1016 electrons m−2.

These graphs reveal many different situations. On the top
row of Fig. 7, the left-hand graph (Lempäälä – satellite 6)
shows a good agreement between the inversion result and the
measured and calibrated TEC. Both differ significantly from
the IRI prediction. Given that the inversion tends to approach
the IRI model for any case where the measurements do not
give any better information, this means that the measurement
results were well used in this case.
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Fig. 8.Electron density measured by EISCAT at Tromsø on 14 December.

It should also be emphasised that the inversion does not
use the offset information obtained using Eq. (21) from the
measurements; it uses only dTEC. Yet, not only the shape but
also the offset of the inversion is very similar to that of the
measurements. This means that the inversion is well able to
automatically calibrate the measurements.

The top middle graph (Sysm̈a – satellite 13) shows a sim-
ilar result for part of the satellite pass; after 23:00 the inver-
sion result increases more than the measured TEC. This must
be due to other measurements, nearby in horizontal direction
or in time, which affect the result through the smoothing con-
dition (either at the same altitude, or at a different altitude, in
which case they affect the result through the vertical ortho-
gonal profiles). A similar thing happens in the top right graph
(Kuopio – satellite 22), where the inversion result is lower
than the measured TEC after 16:15 and stays close to the IRI
model.

Similar effects are also seen on the bottom row of graphs
in Fig. 7: in the left-hand graph (Ḧameenlinna – satellite 18),
the inversion result agrees with the calibrated measurements
for part of the pass, and stays lower after that; and in the
right-hand one (Imatra – satellite 7), the inversion after 14:00
increases even more away from the IRI model than the cal-
ibrated measurements, which is probably because of influ-
ence from other measurements, as the one from Lempäälä
(top row, left), which is in the vicinity. This shows that dif-
ferent measurements can have a combined effect on the same
voxels, so that it should not be expected that the inversion al-
ways exactly matches the measurements.

These examples show that, even though the calibrations of
the measured results using Eq. (21) were done independently
of the inversion, they arrived very often at similar offsets.
This shows that the inversion procedure is well able to “auto-
calibrate” the dTEC results.

3.2 Comparison with EISCAT

Comparison to incoherent scatter radar returns is a useful ver-
ification of ionospheric tomography results, as it proved to be
already to e.g. Mitchell et al. (1995). The verification in this
section concentrates on the height profile of electron density
above Tromsø, measured by the EISCAT radar on 14 Decem-
ber between 11:00 and 18:00 UT.

Figure 8 shows measured profiles from the EISCAT radar.
The resolution of EISCAT data depends on the campaign; the
data of Fig. 8 have a time resolution of 1 min, and an altitude
resolution varying from about 3 km in the E-layer to about
30 km at the highest altitude. This figure shows that on this
day, according to the radar results the “regular” ionisation
was present at daytime, at an F-layer height between 200 and
300 km, and disappeared around 14:00 UT. After this, from
14:30 some strong disturbances occurred: they started first at
the E-layer at low altitudes (100 km), but at 15:00 many areas
of intense ionisation appeared around the F-layer, which after
16:00 spread gradually even higher.

This event was most likely driven by an interplanetary
coronal mass ejection (ICME). It is not the purpose of this pa-
per to go into detail about the physics of this particular mag-
netospheric event, but because of the combination of “regu-
lar” and “incidental” occurrences, this measurement period
serves as a good test case for the inversion procedure.

Figure 9 shows the results of the inversion for this day,
time and location, for the three configurations as described
in Sect. 2.5. The upper graph shows the result for method A,
where the vertical profile information was obtained accord-
ing to the default built-in method in MIDAS using the or-
thogonal functions derived from Chapman profiles. The mid-
dle graph shows the result for method B, where the verti-
cal profile information was obtained by orthogonal functions
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Fig. 9. Inversion result on December 14 above Tromsø (69.59◦ N; 19.23◦ E). Upper: method A, using the orthogonal functions from Chapman
profiles. Middle: method B, using the orthogonal functions from the EISCAT measured profiles. Lower: method C, without using any vertical
profile information.

derived from the profiles measured by the EISCAT incoher-
ent scatter radar. For comparison, the lower graph shows the
result for method C, where no vertical profile convolution
was used.

The different graphs of Fig. 9 show that all of the meth-
ods are able to retrieve the “regular” F-layer up to 14:00
and the disturbances in the afternoon/early evening of this
day. However, significant differences between the methods
are also found.

Method A places all peaks of ionisation at at least 300 km
height. Obviously this was expected, considering that the
default Chapman profiles all have peak altitudes of at least
300 km; hence, the inversion would not be able to retrieve
any peak ionisation at lower altitudes. Furthermore, the
method does show the moments of increased ionisation in
the afternoon above Tromsø at the correct times; however,
the ionisation is much weaker than measured by the EISCAT
radar.
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Table 1. RMS errors with respect to EISCAT incoherent scatter
radar data

Method RMS errorNe RMS error log10 Ne
(electrons m−3) ()

Inversion A 11.29× 1010 0.824
(Chapman profiles)
Inversion B 8.41× 1010 0.596
(EISCAT profiles)
Inversion C 10.64× 1010 0.708
(no profiles)

The result of method B is clearly more in agreement with
the radar profiles. To some extent this could be expected,
given that these measured profiles were used in the proce-
dure. Still, the agreement is less self-evident than it might
seem, as the used information from the measured profiles
only consists of possible shapes of the profiles, depending
on the hour of the day.

This method is better able to retrieve irregularities in the
daytime F-layer that were seen in the EISCAT measurement,
e.g. between 11:00 and 12:00 UT. Furthermore, compared
to method A, the results for the disturbances in the after-
noon/early evening show stronger ionisation areas, including
the E-layer at 100 km altitude, with values and shapes more
similar to those in the EISCAT measurements. Still, the level
of ionisation found during the disturbances from also this
method is lower than observed by EISCAT, especially in the
E-layer. This is presumably due to the small horizontal size
of many of these irregularities, which is near the resolution
of the inversion (about 100 km).

For a quantitative comparison, the EISCAT data were in-
terpolated in altitude, and averaged in time, to arrive at the
same resolution in both these dimensions as the inversion re-
sults. Next, the RMS difference between electron densityNe
of the inversion results and that of the EISCAT data over the
entire period 11:00–18:00 and all altitudes was calculated;
the result for all inversion methods are shown in Table 1. The
RMS differences of log10Ne, which reveal the differences
also in lower electron density levels, are also included. Both
values are for method B clearly smaller than for method A.

Obviously, another possible method to obtain better results
than using the default built-in Chapman profiles would be to
adapt these profiles. Ideally, these profiles could be modelled
on the profiles measured by the EISCAT radar, dependent on
the hour of the day. However, this option is not used in this
paper, since at this point there is no reason to expect that the
results will be any different from those using the EISCAT
measured profiles directly. On the other hand, when tomo-
graphy is applied over a wider area and a longer time scale,
the built-in modelled profiles could be made dependent on
other parameters as well, such as date, location, and space

weather parameters. This could provide a considerable im-
provement to the inversion procedure for general use.

Finally, method C without using any profile convolution
results in Fig. 9 in a more irregular pattern than the other two
methods. The pattern of ionisation observed here, as a func-
tion of time and altitude, is not in good agreement with the
EISCAT measurements, particularly at altitudes above 200–
300 km. To its credit, however, below 200 km this method is
able to retrieve the strongest E-layer ionisation of all three,
similar to that found by the EISCAT radar.

The RMS difference ofNe with the EISCAT data for this
case is included in Table 1. According to these figures, this
method performs slightly better than method A.

The observation that method C is best able to retrieve
strong low-altitude ionisation, while method B is much better
at higher altitudes, gives rise to the idea that these two meth-
ods might be combined: the profile convolution could be used
only at higher altitudes, where not enough crossing measure-
ment paths are available, while the height-dependence of the
measurements would be used directly when they are. How-
ever, the application of this idea is not straightforward, and
the feasibility of this should be a subject of further study.

3.3 Comparison to occultation measurements

A useful test of the quality of the inversion results in terms
of vertical profile is to compare them with a source of
data that has been measured in a similar way as the GPS
measurements, but which have a better vertical resolution.
Such measurements are radio occultation (also called “limb-
sounding”) measurements. In these experiments, TEC is
measured not between a satellite and the ground, but be-
tween two satellites, whose line-of-sight path crosses the at-
mosphere in horizontal direction.

As can be understood from Sect. 2.5, these horizontal
paths are just what is missing from the setup using the GPS
ground stations. Therefore, occultation measurements pro-
vide the vertical resolution which the inversion otherwise
lacks (and which is compensated by including separate ver-
tical profiles). Indeed, it would have been good to include
occultation measurements in the input for the inversion pro-
cedure, were it not that those measurements are too sparse to
provide a continuous source of information, as they provide
only localised and short-term measurements. Nevertheless,
these measurements are very suitable as test cases for the in-
version results.

The geometry and parameter calculation in occultation
measurements are described in detail by Hajj et al. (2002),
and can be summarised as follows. As the ray between two
satellites traverses the atmosphere, it is delayed and signifi-
cantly bent. From the resulting phase shift and Doppler shift
of the dual-frequency signal, the vertical profile of atmo-
spheric refractivity is determined for the point where the path
between the satellites is closest to Earth. From this refractiv-
ity, tropospheric temperature and water vapour profiles and
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Fig. 10.Comparison between the inversion result and occultation measurement on 15 December, 03:29, between COSMIC satellite 5 and
GPS satellite 3. Left: vertical electron density profiles, including also the IRI-model. Right: VTEC map from the inversion result, with the
location of the occultation measurement included.

ionospheric electron density profiles can be derived. In that
estimate, the assumption is used that the ionosphere is hor-
izontally uniform and does not change within the time of
each profile measurement (usually a few minutes). This es-
timate is reasonable in the situations when horizontal varia-
tions over the length of the path through the ionosphere are
small. However, if some irregularities exist on the path, oc-
cultation measurements may integrate those over the path.

This section shows some results of vertical electron den-
sity profiles from the radio occultation mission using the
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC satellites. This constellation con-
sisting of six small LEO satellites was designed to measure
tropospheric and ionospheric profiles by radio occultation us-
ing signals received from GPS satellites. Between April 2006
and October 2007, the satellites were stepwise being moved
from initial 516 km single-plane orbits to their final 800 km
six-plane orbits (Fong et al., 2009). Measured data can be ob-
tained upon registration fromhttp://www.cosmic.ucar.edu/.
In December 2006, there were on average about 20 profile
measurements per day within Scandinavia.

The blue line in the left-hand graph of Fig. 10 shows the
occultation profile measured on 15 December in the early
morning. To compare the inversion results with this, the 4-D
inversion results have been interpolated at the locations and
times of the occultation profile. These results have been in-
cluded in the figures: the inversion using method A (cyan)
and B (green) as described in Sect. 2.5, as well as the IRI
model for the same location and time (red). The occultation
result shows that at this time, there were some strong en-
hancements, not predicted by the IRI model, in the E- and
F-layers. The inversion using method B also shows these
anomalies, though slightly lower in value. The inversion ob-
viously is not able to retrieve the irregularities at an equally

Table 2.RMS errors with respect to COSMIC occultation measure-
ments (electrons m−3).

Date/time Inversion B Inversion A IRI
(EISCAT (Chapman
profile) profile)

15 Dec, 03:29 2.97× 1010 5.76× 1010 6.08× 1010

20 Dec, 00:59 2.76× 1010 4.95× 1010 6.42× 1010

9 Dec, 02:07 3.40× 1010 3.45× 1010 4.23× 1010

high resolution as the occultation measurements, with the
current grid voxel size and GPS receiver density. The inver-
sion result using method A shows similar values as that using
method B from 250 km upward, but completely misses the
ionisation present below this height.

For a quantitative comparison, the RMS of the difference
between the occultation and all of the other curves is given
in Table 2. Also these figures show that the inversion using
method B agrees by far best with the occultation results.

The right-hand graph of Fig. 10 shows a colour map of
VTEC calculated from the inversion result, over an area
around Finland (not the entire inversion grid). In this map,
the location where the occultation profile was measured is
indicated by a thick grey line. The labels show the altitudes
of the profile at locations indicated by the black dots. This
shows that the occultation measurement was made at a loca-
tion that, according to the inversion, was close to the edge of
a region of irregularities in the southeast of Finland.

At the time of measurement, GPS satellite 3 was at a loca-
tion of coordinates 43.1◦ N/−171.2◦ E, and was seen from
the locations marked in Fig. 10 toward the north, at az-
imuths between 14◦ and 17◦. This means that, assuming the
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Fig. 11. Comparison between inversion result and occultation measurement, similarly as in Fig. 10, for 20 December, 00:59, between
COSMIC satellite 1 and GPS satellite 2.

Fig. 12.Comparison between inversion result and occultation measurement, similarly as in Fig. 10, for 9 December, 02:07, between COSMIC
satellite 6 and GPS satellite 24.

inversion result is correct, the occultation has likely mea-
sured TEC on a path which also crossed the local centre
of the ionisation region (especially for the measurements at
lower altitudes), which may have caused the occultation mea-
surement to overestimate the electron density at the location
assigned. Also, it can be assumed that if the assigned loca-
tions of the occultation had been slightly further north, its re-
sults might have been similar to the ones shown, but the inter-
polation from the inversion would have given higher values.
Seen in this light, it can be concluded that the occultation and
inversion results agree well within the expected accuracy.

Figure 11 shows another example from 20 December, just
after midnight. The GPS satellite 2 was at 1.0◦ N/−29.4◦ E,
and was seen from the measurement location to the west, at

azimuths between 270◦ and 278◦. Here, the occultation and
the inversion method B both detect an intense ionisation re-
gion in the E-layer above northwestern Finland not predicted
by the IRI model. In this example, both results agree very
well.

The inversion using method A is able to retrieve a small
peak of ionisation at 180 km height. Even though none of
the orthogonal functions used in this method has a peak at
such a low altitude, this may have been achieved by a lin-
ear combination (including negative coefficients) of a few of
the profiles as those in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, this low-altitude
peak is too small compared with the occultation measure-
ment. The RMS differences with the occultation measure-
ments are again shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 13.Two snapshots of the 3-dimensional inversion results for 14 December.

Admittedly, there are also cases where the occultation
and the inversion do not agree. Figure 12 shows an ex-
ample for 9 December. The GPS satellite was located at
−0.9◦ N/−30.7◦ E, and was seen from the measurement lo-
cations to the west, at azimuths between 267◦ and 273◦. The
seemingly higher vertical resolution of both inversion results
than in the previous figures is only due to the fact that the oc-
cultation measurement location moved more rapidly in hor-
izontal direction, so that the inversion trace traverses more
grid voxels.

Here, the occultation measured an intense E-layer, which
is all but missed by both inversions. Table 2 shows that the
RMS of the differences with the occultation results is for in-
version B hardly better than for inversion A, or for the IRI
model.

The explanation for this failed result may well be that
the occultation detected this E-layer above northern Sweden,
outside the area where the Geotrim receivers are, and where
hence no measurement paths traversing at low altitudes can
be expected as inputs for the inversion. This example shows
once more that reliable tomography results can only be ex-
pected in areas where a high density of crossing paths at all
altitudes and in various directions is available.

At this point, method B is considered the best available
method and will be used in the further graphs of this paper.

3.4 Three-dimensional results

Figure 13 shows two snapshots of the inversion results of
method B as 3-dimensional visualisations. Both are from 14
December, the same day that was shown in Sect. 3.2. These
graphs do not show the full grid used in the inversion (de-
scribed in Sect. 2.3), but only the part for latitudes between
58◦ and 72◦ and longitudes between 11◦ and 43◦. This is the
area around Finland, where the measurement density is high
enough to obtain high-resolution results.

The left-hand graph is for 10:00 UT, at which time it is
close to solar midday in Finland. It shows that at this time,
there was a significant F-layer, but not many irregularities.
The right-hand graph is for 18:00, which corresponds to the
right-hand end of the graphs in Fig. 9. It is seen that at this
time, many strong medium-scale irregularities were present,
which extended to high altitudes. These irregularities are
the same ones as seen in the centre graph of Fig. 9, space-
time converted. As the comparison with EISCAT in Sect. 3.2
showed, the size and general shape of these irregularities are
well in agreement with reality; only their intensity can be
somewhat underestimated by the inversion.

4 Conclusions

The ionosphere above Scandinavia in December 2006 is suc-
cessfully imaged by 4-dimensional tomography using TEC
measurements from the dense Geotrim GPS network in Fin-
land, and inversion using the software package MIDAS ver-
sion 2.0. The results have been tested by comparing with

– Geotrim TEC measurements calibrated independently;

– EISCAT incoherent scatter radar returns from Tromsø;

– FORMOSAT3/COSMIC radio occultation measure-
ments.

These comparisons show the general good performance of
the procedure. Specifically, the following observations are
made.

Any measurement setup using GPS beacon receivers lacks
sufficient vertical resolution for ionospheric tomography, es-
pecially at high altitudes. Because of this, the inversion re-
quires extra input information concerning vertical ionisation
profiles in order to model the vertical dependency of electron
density properly. The software MIDAS version 2.0, which
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was designed to image large-scale structures over the polar
cap, used built-in Chapman profiles for this purpose, which
modelled the F-layer but not the E-layer. This configuration
is not suitable for medium-scale imaging over Scandinavia,
and better results in terms of vertical profile are obtained by
replacing this with profiles from EISCAT incoherent scatter
radar measurements in Tromsø.

Because no reliable TEC offset determination is available,
the inversion uses only dTEC, the difference in TEC from
one sample to the next. In general, the inversion procedure is
well able to calibrate these values (determine the TEC offset)
automatically.

The comparison with EISCAT and FORMOSAT measure-
ments shows that the tomography procedure is well able to
image the ionosphere at a resolution as high as can be ex-
pected from the chosen grid resolution. Limitations are

– the accuracy of the inversion worsens above areas where
no receivers are available;

– irregular structures of sizes near the resolution (around
100 km horizontal size) are resolved with correct shapes
and sizes, but their intensities can be underestimated.
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